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1: Best Beginner Harmonica â€“ Which Harmonica Is The Best For Beginners? | Harmonica Jamz
From Blues Harmonica For Dummies. By Winslow Yerxa. From the beginning, the harmonica has been an integral part
of blues music. The blues is a uniquely American art form that got its start from the collision of African and European
cultures in the American South.

Share on Whatsapp Share Post Views: Which is always fun. So which harmonica should you buy if you are a
beginner? After experiencing with a lot of brands and harmonicas, my definite favorites are Hohner
harmonicas. Both of them are made only from metal and wood â€” that means without the plastic that is
associated with the cheaper models and gives them a cheapo feeling of holding a toy and not a music
instrument. The Hohner Marine Band. Feels awesome, sounds awesome, handmade in Germany, lasts for
years. Your first one should be in the key of C as I explain below. Robust, heavier and with a fatter sound. The
Hohner Blues Harp. Learn any Song and JAM with other people: The difference in price is minor anyway and
you are more likely to stick to the harmonica if you have a good one that is fun to play. Probably the one I use
the most these days. A harmonica in the key of A would play the notes of the A Major scale: Music theory is
not such a complicated thing, and a harmonica in the key of C will be your best choice on the way to get a
good grasp of the theory. And honestly, I know many people who sound awesome on their harmonicas
without knowing a bit of theory, but it definitely helps a lot when you do. Later, if you see that you like the
harmonica and you want to continue, the second pair of most popular keys are G and Em which also share the
same notes with one another. Your first harmonica should be in the key of C. A side note to enrich your
knowledge: They are great instruments, but they are very demanding in terms of music theory knowledge and
musical thinking, not as much hands-on as the rest of harmonicas are. Yes, just like Dylan did. And then you
found your key.
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2: Harmonica Lessons - Learn To Play Blues Harmonica
Diatonic Harmonica, 10 Holes Blues Harmonica, Key of C - Best for Kids and Beginners, Lightweight, Compact Blues
Harp with Shiny Blue Color Finish, Premium Kids Harmonica in a Luxury Gift Packaging.

Check out my free harmonica lesson video Happy Harpin! Get Good on Harmonica - With No Hard Work
Want to learn how to play harmonica and sound good in less than 3 months â€” with no hard sweat and tears?
How can anyone get good at anything without practicing? The same way kids do. Once you finish one video,
you move on to the next. You never have to practice alone because I will be playing with you and showing
you exactly what to do every step of the way. I made sure my lessons were designed in such a way that you
can progress with just 7 minutes, 3 times a week. The more you play along with my videos the faster you
improve! Not only is this way of practicing often boring, but students tend to pick up bad habits without the
support of their teacher. As for the other harmonica teachers on the internetâ€¦ have you noticed that most of
the videos are too hard for beginners and the teachers play too fast? My lessons are designed so that beginners
and non-musicians can keep up and progress at a steady rate. All you need to do is play-along! Not by me, or
any other harmonica teacher. Any other instrument would have required hundreds and hundreds of hours of
videos lessons. Within 3 months I will hand deliver you from being a struggling harmonica player to someone
who can blow the roof off the house. Long story short, I can play and jam with my friends now and have the
ability to keep up, when they start to improvise. This only after watching your lessons for a few days! Brad
Cacace - Salt Lake City Play the Blues "JP, you are telling your secrets - thanks to you, a whole new world of
true blues music has been opened up. I love popping in a blues CD and just playing along. Sometimes it
sounds really good! I am only on the 5th lesons but decided to take a second and write you because I cannot
believe that I am actually playing. I sound good already, and I know what I am doing, which is a first! The
technique you described made a HUGE difference. JP is very easy to learn from and I liked how that it was
still fun. When you buy my complete beginners how to play harmonica course, you get over 15 HOURS of
video instruction. The lessons cover everything you need including My course teaches all styles of popular
music. Select a harmonica model that performs extremely well but is priced very reasonably for beginners.
This report will guide you through selecting an instrument that will get you sounding awesome This software
tool will teach you, note-by-note, an awesome 12 bar blues progression No need to be able to read music to
use it either! You will also get the complete set of 12 video lessons to take you from beginner to actually
jamming and playing melodies on your harmonica! Over minutes of entertaining and instructional videos. I
fell so in love with playing music, it pulled me out of my depression. Just a few years later I toured all over the
United States and Europe for many years with Grammy nominated Abra Moore and taught her how to play
harmonica. And now, my love is for teaching harmonica. In order to spead the gift of harmonica to as many
people as possible I decided to make my method and my lessons available as a video course. Getting your
video lessons is secure, quick, and easy. Choose from the following two options: Imagine, you will be having
a whole lot of fun while getting really good at harmonica, in just a few minutes. You also get a Hohner Blues
Band harmonica, at no extra cost. My videos will work on all computers, tablets, and mobile devices And each
and every great bonus mentioned on this page is yours to keep.
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3: Amosic Diatonic Blues Harmonica Key of C 10 Holes 20 Tones for Beginners and | eBay
Today's free harmonica lessons is for beginners who want to learn how to chug some blues on a C harmonica. Click
here to get the free tab and audio clips - h.

This is a very forgiving position. It means that we can start playing without knowing many riffs. However
having a few beginner blues harmonica riffs can go a long way in building a foundation. Repetition is so much
easier if the riffs are first internalized. The best riffs to use sound bluesy and are easy to play. As bending
skills take time to develop it is also good if the riffs are free of bends. Bending and advanced techniques can
always be incorporated later. In this article I give you 6 different riffs to get you started. I have tried to use as
many draw notes as possible as they are the foundation of solid second position blues. Types of beginner blues
harmonica riffs It is a good idea to learn a few different types of riffs, 1-bar riffs, 2-bar riffs, maybe 4-bar riffs
and at least one V-IV-I-turnaround riff which will be a 4-bar riff. The reason it is a good idea to have riffs of
different lengths is that it will make it easier for you to compose a bar blues chorus on the spot. An important
skill when playing solos. I find 2-bar riffs to be especially useful. To learn more about the tab format you can
read this article. All of the recordings below are in a shuffle groove. Also note that I have not notated any
techniques. Some of the recordings do have tremolos for example but that si up to you to add. It is in the mid
range of the harmonica starting on 4 exhale goes up to 6 exhale and ends up on the 5 draw. The repetition in
the first bar builds anticipation and tension that is then resolved by the long 2 draw. Repetition focused 2-bar
riff https: It moves between 2 draw and 6 exhale which both are the tonic of the I-chord. Boogie inspired 2-bar
riff https: It is quite common to start on the upbeat of beat four in the preceding bar. This riff is an example of
that. It is a good pfrase to have in your vocabulary, that is why I included this riff. I would say that this is quite
common but not a strict rule. There can be much more movement also in the second bar. Another thing you
might notice is that the second bar is not filled, there is space at the end. This is very common and allows for a
bit of space between riffs. If both bars were filled up it would be a problem playing a riff with a pick-up note
right after a riff with no space at the end. The reason is that the most of the chord tones of the V-chord are not
in the blues scale and not as easily accesible on in the lower and middle octave. The notes played over the I
and IV-chord may sound less cool over the V-chord. A good way of solving this for beginners is learning a
solid V-IV-I-turnaround riff to play over bars As you gain more experience you can improvise more here.
They generally to be kept for bars but can also be reused often from songs to songs. At least when toy are
starting out. When you become more skilled, bars and especially bars give you an opportunity to shine.
Applying beginner blues harmonica riffs When you have a few beginner blues harmonica riffs in your arsenal
you have a good foundation for playing. The next step is to try these riffs over different parts of the bar blues
to see where you think they work best. Also try to combine them together to create longer riffs. If you have
some bending skills you can try incorporating a few draw 3 half step bends instead of hole 3 draw unbent and
hole 2 draw whole step bend instead of hole 2 exhale. This can increase the blues horse power of your playing.
Also try some ornamental bends and techniques like vibrato, shakes and tounge slaps to spice things up. I hope
you find these riffs helpful and I am very interested to hear your thoughts. Sign up below to get the Welcome
package and get exclusive material! This entry was posted in harmonica riffs and tagged blues harmonica riffs
, blues harp by Fredrik Hertzberg. About Fredrik Hertzberg I am an engineer, blues harmonica teacher and
blues harmonica player. I am dedicated to helping people improve thier harmonica playing a little bit every
day.
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4: Buying Guide: How to Choose a Harmonica | The HUB
blues harmonica riffs - harmonica tabs - learn harmonica - play harmonica play harmonica easily - harp tabs for
beginners - blues harmonica lessons ADAM GUSSOW is an official endorser for HOHNER HARMONICAS.

Beginners Start Here Main Page: Which Harmonica to Buy? A standard hole diatonic harmonica in the key of
"C" is best for most of the instruction and lessons here other key harmonicas come later. Double-rowed
harmonicas sometimes 8, 10, or 12 sets of double holes are called Tremolo harmonicas and they are not the
proper type of harmonica for our instruction. Click here for an explanation of the differences between diatonic
and chromatic harmonicas. The standard hole diatonic harmonica is used for most blues, folk, rock, and
country styles of course you would need a standard chromatic harmonica if utilizing our chromatic harmonica
instruction. The Lee Oskar harmonicas also feature the 1st Position and 2nd Position keys printed on the ends
for easy reference. The Hohner Marine Band Crossover and the Suzuki Manji Diatonic and the Seydel Classic
are also excellent choicesâ€”a bit more pricey, but great quality, tone, and playability with a wood comb. Pick
one, and try another when you need to buy different key. Lee Oskar diatonic in the key of "C". Will my
harmonica work with this site? Is my chromatic harmonica okay? You can refer to this "Getting Started"
section, General Overview , for more information on diatonic vs. For Chromatic Harmonica Instruction,
Songs, and Information , visit the chromatic harmonica section of this website. Key of "C" harmonicas are the
most common, and they also make understanding music theory much easier. Should I buy other key diatonic
harmonicas as well? The key of harmonica you need is determined by the key the song is in and usually set by
the singer. If you are not playing along with other people or with CDs, all you need is a key of "C" for now.
Pick up additional keys when you are ready to play with others and jam with CDs. Will a key other than "C"
work at this site? That is, if you already own a standard hole diatonic in a key other than the key of "C" like an
"A" or "D" for instance , it will work for the instruction and songs on this site. But, make the key of "C" your
next purchase. Poor construction of inexpensive harmonicas causes them to leak air and makes them hard to
play and difficult to learn important techniques like bending. Avoid these diatonics, and possibly "upgrade"Avoid inexpensive wood combed harmonicas if you are just starting out for the same air leak problems
mentioned above. The "free" harmonicas that are included with less expensive book and harmonica packages
are not recommended either. These are very inexpensive harmonicas that are included in the package for
convenience, but are typically of low quality. If you have any serious intentions at all with the harmonica, you
should upgrade to a better harmonica. Should I buy a used one? Also, harmonicas do wear out over time. For
Chromatic Instruction, songs, and information , visit the chromatic harmonica section of this website.
Common double-row Tremolo type harmonicas. There is a ton of detailed information on techniques and
playing theory to be found on this site, but these beginning tips will get you started right away.
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5: 14 Free Blues Harmonica Lessons - TrueFire Blog
Hello freddiestick, welcome to the site. Though the F is a harp we use (not common, but it's included in a player's set of
seven harps that they would take to a gig), it's not appropriate for lessons on the site.

Over two years in the making, with hundreds of hours dedicated just to the visual notation guides and
animations, the Blues Harmonica Blueprint and its interactive video format sets a new standard for harmonica
instruction. The course drills deeper and wider than any blues harmonica course ever published, but more
importantly, its effectiveness as a teaching system is unprecedented â€” finally, you will clearly see, hear and
understand the ins and outs of blues harmonica. Raines delivers the instructional goods in what is likely the
most comprehensive work of its kind. Yet, the material is presented in such a clear and concise manner that
you will fly through the syllabus thoroughly enjoying its hands-on play-along interactive approach. Blues
Harmonica Blueprint Lesson 2: There is no uniform standard of notation for harmonica. Some people use
letters or up and down arrows to denote blow and draw notes. I prefer to use plain numbers for blow notes and
circled numbers for draw, saving the arrows for actions relating to bending and other effects. In developing
this tab I have tried to pay attention to nuance while keeping it simple and visually intuitive. Blues Harmonica
Blueprint Lesson 3: The modern harmonica is thought to have been invented in Germany in the mids. Blues
Harmonica Blueprint Lesson 4: There is more than one way to hold a harp. I hold it in my left hand with the
numbers on the top to create a cup around the low notes where most of the shaping goes on. In order to
maintain a cup shape around the low notes, some of the great left-handed players also played the harp
upside-down with the numbers on the bottom. Blues Harmonica Blueprint Lesson 5: Blues Harmonica
Blueprint Lesson 6: Blues Harmonica Blueprint Lesson 7: John Lee Hooker made this ultra-syncopated
groove part of the American musical lexicon. Here are the variations in this exercise:
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6: Which Harmonica to Buy? The Best & Worst Harmonicas
NOTE: If your harmonica is not on the above list, and it is a hole harmonica with the word "Blues" in its name, it is very
likely to be sufficient for you (if you're a beginner).

We can help you on your harmonica journey Types of harmonicas Though there are a number of specialty
harmonicas, the three most common varieties fall into one of three categories based on how they are tuned: A
couple of players, Howard Levy and Carlos Del Junco, have developed an overblowing technique with which
they play chromatically using a humble hole diatonic harp. If a song is in the key of C, an F harmonica will be
used. There are a number of other positions that skilled harp players use to mesh with other instruments and
create various effects. Cupping your hands around the harp and using your tongue to block and unblock holes
are some of the ways to create rhythmic chordal effects and tones. Most harmonica teachers recommend
starting out with a hole diatonic harmonica tuned to the key of C. Marine Bands have been used by all the
great blues harp players including Sonny Boy Williamson, Little Walter and many more. Take for example the
Lee Oskar line of harmonicas. Designed by the harp player who gave the band War its distinctive sound, some
Lee Oskar models are tuned to minor and other non-standard scales. Many harp players like their bright,
penetrating sound and the fact the company sells replacement reed plates so you can refurbish an older harp
rather than buying a new one. The Lee Oskar Harmonic Minor Harmonica comes in a range of keys that have
altered tuning schemes to make playing gypsy jazz, Eastern folk music and other genres much easier than
standard-tuned diatonics. They have a smooth plastic comb that some players find easier on the lips than
standard wood combs. Another popular hole diatonic, the Hohner Special 20 is also well suited to beginners
with its standard major-scale tuning. An airtight plastic comb prevents swelling that can affect wood combs.
Its easy-bending reeds are favored by many blues players. The Seydel Blues Session has hefty stainless steel
reeds that produce a lot of volume and its wider hole spacing allows beginners to play single notes more
easily. Most harp players end up with a collection of diatonic harmonicas from various makers in a range of
keys. Since their cost is far more modest than say, guitars, building a collection of harps to suit various styles
of music and situations is easy to do. Chromatic harmonicas Most chromatic harmonicas have a
button-activated lever that directs air to two separate reed plates that include all the notes in the tone western
scale. But thanks to their heft, the chromatic is capable of producing some very rich-sounding chords and
effects. Stevie Wonder is another master of the chromatic harmonica. Chromatic harmonicas are more difficult
to play than diatonics. Learning to first play in all positions on a diatonic will allow you to graduate more
easily to a chromatic. Even though chromatics are nominally tuned to the key of C or G, in actuality, if you
learn all the appropriate scales and positions, you can play virtually any music that uses the standard tone
scale. Chromatic tremolo harmonicas are popular in Asian rock and pop music. The Suzuki 2 Timer Tremolo
Harmonica is available in and note models and produces warm, accordion-like tones. It adds interesting
coloration to country, pop and folk melodies. Chord harmonicas These are usually large instruments that can
produce up to 48 different chords and are typically laid out in blocks of four-note clusters. Each note usually
has two reeds tuned an octave apart. Chord harmonicas provide rhythmic and melodic support in harmonica
ensembles. Orchestral harmonicas Also made to be played in harmonica ensembles, these come in various
pitch ranges and note-layout arrangements. The hole Suzuki Orchestral Double Bass Harmonica has paired
reeds tuned an octave apart and covers two full chromatic octaves. To whet your appetite, here are a few top
sellers that have helped everyone from beginners to intermediate and experienced harpists develop and polish
their chops: A smart choice for the absolute beginner, the Mel Bay Easiest Harmonica Book will teach you the
basics of playing a diatonic harmonica. Using easy-to-follow tablature, it provides accurate transcriptions of
40 blues harp classics. Toots demonstrates his enormous facility on the chromatic, discusses teaching
approaches with students and performs some jazz classics. They plugged these mics into various tube guitar
and bass amps, then by cupping their hands tightly around the harp and mic, produced a fat, distorted sound
that has become the holy grail for Chicago-style blues tone. Harmonica-friendly mics The modern harmonica
player has a lot of options where mics and amps are concerned. They use their hands and head-shaking
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techniques to create vibrato and trill effects on sustained notes. Electric blues and rock harp players more
typically play with the the mic cupped in their hands forming a tight seal. In conjunction with their lips and
mouth this creates a sound chamber that can be manipulated to create soulful, heavy tones. As with blues and
rock electric guitarists, the electric blues harp player typically seeks a punchy, distorted tone with plenty of
midrange. In part this is achieved by overdriving the preamp stage of the amplifier to produce pleasing
overtone-rich harmonics. The downside of this approach is that the mic is prone to pick up frequencies from
PA and amp speakers, resulting in howling feedback. Experienced blues harpists combat this by keeping the
harmonica tightly enclosed in their hands and avoiding stage positions that are likely to trigger feedback
through the mic. Based on the Astatic crystal element mics used back in the s, the Shure DX Green Bullet
produces the fat, gritty sound of electrified blues. A built-in volume knob helps control feedback. Thanks to its
mini-bullet shape and crystal element, the Shaker Retro Rocket Harmonica Microphone is easy to cup and
emulates the classic sounds of amplified harp while being sensitive to the technique of each player. Harp
players who prefer a brighter, cleaner sound recommend the Audix Fireball Harmonica Microphone. It has a
convenient built-in volume control and gets high marks for feedback-resistance. Harmonica-friendly
amplifiers Back in the day, harp players used whatever amps were availableâ€”typically small tube amps
intended for guitar. More on this killer combo in a minute. Most harp players still look to smaller tube guitar
combo amps to generate the sounds they love. Here are some of the more popular amp choices: A voicing
knob gives you 16 additional vintage amp tones to experiment with and a USB output provides
speaker-emulated digital recording possibilities. With 15W of Class A tube power, the Fender 65 Princeton
Reverb Combo has the muscle to be heard, even in the context of loud electric blues bands. Cranking out a
huge 50W via improved USA-made GT-6L6 output tubes, it has a biasing pot enabling tone tweakers to
experiment with other tubes. Some harp pros switch out the 12AX7 preamp tubes for lower-gain tubes such as
the 12AY7 and 12AU7, which can help curb feedback problems. For many professional harp players, nothing
beats the Fender 59 Bassman Combo. A built-in reverb, especially an authentic spring or plate-type reverb
tank is considered a worthy feature by many harpists. Our Gear Heads will be happy to help you find the right
harmonica s , mic, amp, or learning materials to get you on your way to a lifetime of harp-playing fun.
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7: Beginner Blues Harmonica Riffs - Blues Harmonica KaizenBlues Harmonica Kaizen
If you're a novice hoping to learn the basics of blues harmonica, this is THE quick-start lesson you need. Instead of
wasting time with non-essentials, I give you a really cool riff and then show.

Size â€” Harmonicas are thought of as small instruments, and understandably so! But, small or not, they still
come in different sizes. The size can affect the amount of holes on the harmonica, as well as how comfortable
it is to hold. Key â€” The key you choose to buy your harmonica in determines what types of songs you can
most easily play on it. Also, if you plan to play while others sing or play another instrument, the key will
affect that as well. Holes â€” The more holes your harmonica has, the more notes you can play! Understanding
Keys How much does the key of your harmonica really affect you? Which key should you buy yours in? It all
depends on what you want to use your harmonica for. What key you should buy depends on what key the
others will be singing or playing in. If you plan on playing by yourself, you can choose any key you want,
regardless of whether the songs you are playing were originally played in that key or not. Type of Music You
Want to Play â€” Even though you can play any song in any key, different types of music work best with
certain keys. What kind of music do you like to play? If you enjoy playing folk music, for example, you
should by a harmonica in the key of C. If, on the other hand, you prefer Rock or Pop music, the key of G
would be better suited. Remember, whatever you choose, you can play any song. We found some awesome
harmonica choices! Here are my four favorites that I know would perform well for you for many years of
happy playing. Top 4 Best Harmonica for Beginners Reviews 1. It is made out of plastic and metal, rather than
the wood some harmonicas are made of. A benefit of this is that if you want to wash it out with water, you can
go ahead and do that not suggested for wooden harmonicas. You just need to be careful to not leave any
moisture in it too long whenever you wash it. It feels nice and smooth in your hand, and should last you a
good long time. This is definitely my top choice for the best harmonica for beginners! They look nearly
identical! There is one very large difference between the two though, and that is the key. The review for the
harmonica you just read was in key C. This key, if you remember, is best for folk music. It is the most
commonly used key for beginning harmonica players. This second harmonica is in key A. A, although not
quite as popular as C, is an excellent choice for other types of songs. This can be particularly helpful if you are
hoping to play your harmonica while others are singing or playing in the A key. Hohner Marine Band
Harmonica, Key C This awesome harmonica is one of the most recognized ones in the world with its full tone
and wooden comb. It has the classic ten holes, and is a good hand held size. Its wooden comb gives you a
warm, thick tone. Overall, this is another excellent quality harmonica. But its sturdy build would make
breaking it a difficult chore. This one is the smallest out of these four harmonicas , so if you have small hands,
the size will come in handy! Likewise, if you have larger hands you may feel comfortable choosing one of the
larger instruments. The stainless steel coverplates make it a very comfortable fit in your hand as long as you
are happy with the size. This one is another worthwhile buy!
8: 12 Best Harmonicas for Beginners in | Test Facts
The Hohner Marine Band hole diatonic harmonica in the key of C makes a great beginner's instrument. Marine Bands
have been used by all the great blues harp players including Sonny Boy Williamson, Little Walter and many more.

9: Harmonica for Beginners | www.enganchecubano.com
Since each harmonica is constructed intervallically the same (the 1+ of each harmonica is the first note of its scale, the
2+ is the third note of its scale, etc.), if you memorize one harmonica, then you know all harmonicas.
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